Sources of variation in profile analysis. I. Individual differences and extended training.
This study investigated two sources of variance in the ability to discriminate auditory profiles: individual differences and extended training. The goals of the study were (1) to determine the range and origins of individual differences in profile analysis and (2) to determine whether those who initially had poor sensitivity to changes in spectral shape could eventually acquire finer sensitivity. Profile stimuli had 11 components with equal-log spacing from 200-2200 Hz. Thresholds ranged from - 1 to -25 dB (signal level relative to the context level) across 46 listeners. The correlation between spectral-shape discrimination thresholds after 2000 trials and pure-tone intensity-discrimination thresholds was 0.36. The range of individual differences for pure-tone intensity discrimination and spectral-shape discrimination was about the same. Two groups of listeners were given extended practice on the profile task, one group that showed low thresholds after an initial 2000 trials of practice and another that showed much higher initial thresholds. All listeners improved during the course of the first 2000 trials of training. Most of the poor listeners continued to improve during 9000 trials of training. Individual differences in the listeners' sensitivity to changes in spectral shape still existed after the extended practice.